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retail pricing gets under 5499, it wiJJ give

removable storage a run for its money,"

said Mary Bourdon, an industry analyst

with San |ose-based Dataquest. By Bour-
don's estimates, this price drop should
happen within a year to a year and a haif.
As for recording media, Hitachi sub-
sidiary Maxell has shipped samples of
DVD-RAM discs for $80 each, and it
expects prices to fall to $40 by the end oi
the year.

DVD-RAM has implications in the
consumer market as well. One of the
major shortcomings ol DVD-video play-

ers is their inability to record; and
though a fu1l-length DVD-video movie
will not fit on the current 2.6G8 capacity

of DVD-MM, Hitachi, Toshiba and oth-
ers have already announced DVD-RAM
discs with ROM-equivalent 4.7GB
capacities. These won't be available until
1999, though, so you won't want to toss

out the VCR quiteyet.
Recording DVD movies will also

require a real-time MPEG 2 encoder,
which is currently quite expensive. But
presumably at some point, you'll be

watching digital TV programs on your
PC Theatre or TV set, and you'll be able

to record great copies o[ TV shows on

DVD-RAM. The details are sti[] being
hammered out on how copy protection
wi)l apply to such recordingsi the current
spec outlines only the physical format of
drives and discs. Along with the DVD-
RAM announcement, a DVD-R (write-

once) lormat was also released.These

DVD-R discs, which hoid a total of
7.9GB, will probably be used for archival

purposes.

While CD-RW is just now becoming
widely available, DVD-RAM's rapid
arrival shows how quickly DVD technol-
ogy is maturing. Dataquest, which had

predicted that DVD-video players and
ROM drives would sel1 about 33 million
oni,, Uy the year 2000, recently upped
that eslimate to 63.4 million units for
ROM, DVD-R and RAM drives.
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Accelerate Executian Speed
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With 30 MBS Sustained
Tlred of waiting around while your computer is thinking?

Open the bottleneck on system performance with the

fastest hard disk drives on the market - the XP series

from Cybernetics, Now you can open enormousfiles in
the blink of an eye, rotate 3D graphics instantly, run
complex calculations in no time, whrle making day+o-day

operations run faster than you ever imagined possrble.

These Ultra SCSI, AV-compliant drives are plug compatible

with virtually every computer system, And with over six

times the performance of existing hard disk drives, you'll

boost execution speed in the most demanding applrcatrons

- like mult media, digital video, animatlon, scientific

modeling, on-line transactlon processing, data acquisitron,

and more.

CY-S()XP 51.2 GB; 30 N/BS average sustained throughput;

desktop enclosure

CY-25XP 25 6 GB; 30 N,lBS average sustained throughput;

desktop enclosure

CY-1()XP '10 2 GB; 25 N,4BS average sustained throughput;

internal or desktop enclosure

So what are you waiting for? Call today for details.

(757l- 833-9000
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